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The influence of microphone vents on measurements of acoustic intensity and impedance Jing-Fang Lia) and Jean-Claude Pascal Centre Technique des Industries Me´caniques (CETIM), B.P. 67, 60304 Senlis, France



~Received 8 March 1995; accepted for publication 3 October 1995! The pressure equalization vents of conventional microphones introduce bias errors in measurements of the sound intensity. Two error terms in the estimated active intensity are derived using a low-frequency model of microphone. The first error term is associated with the lower-limiting frequency of the microphones ~1 to 2 Hz! and is proportional to the reactive sound intensity. It is shown here that the difference between limiting frequencies of the two microphones causes the second error term to be proportional to the mean-square pressure and to be of comparable importance at low frequencies. The amplitudes of errors due to the vents are analyzed in a quasistanding wave. Unlike the first error, the second can be corrected at the same time as the phase error between measurement channels, and several correction techniques are examined. For the error proportional to the reactive intensity, a correction method in a standing wave tube is suggested, using the joint measurement of several other energetic quantities. Examples of the influence of these errors on typical parameter values for half-inch microphones are presented in the case of measuring the acoustic impedance of materials using a two-microphone probe. © 1996 Acoustical Society of America. PACS numbers: 43.50.Yw, 43.58.Fm, 43.58.Bh, 43.38.Kb



INTRODUCTION



The sound intensity meter is a measuring instrument whose accuracy depends mostly on the nature of the sound field where the measurement is taken. For example, the influence of phase shifts between the two microphones of p-p sound intensity probes on the measurement of the active intensity depends on the difference in level between sound pressure and intensity. This high sensitivity to phase shift has led to define correction procedures or to use phase-matched microphones. On the spur of an international standard,1 several studies have been set up on the measurement of intensity in interference fields created in a standing wave tube.2– 4 This device has the advantage of producing a constant active intensity at each position in the tube, but with variable ratios of various other energetic quantities. Jacobsen and Olsen5 showed in particular that the pressure equalization vents of conventional microphones gave rise to a bias error in active acoustic intensity measurements that is proportional to the reactive intensity. Their analysis provides important information which can be used to explain the amplitude of the fluctuations noticed using probes which had, in fact, been correctly calibrated. The limiting frequency ~between 1 and 2 Hz! due to the vent and the distance between the diaphragm and the place where it comes out in the sound field are the significant parameters of this analysis. However, this study has not taken into account the difference which can exist between the limiting frequencies of the two microphones. It has been shown that this difference of the limiting frequencies has led to shifts between the calibrations in phase carried out in cavity and by electrostatic actuators.6,7 The purpose of a!
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this paper is to show that the microphone vent systems produce another error term which is a function of the difference of the lower limiting frequencies of the two microphones and is proportional to the mean-square pressure. At low frequency, this extra term is of importance comparable to that depending on the reactive intensity. To evaluate the importance of these two sources of error, the distortions brought in the measurements of the acoustic intensity in a quasistanding wave and the measurement of acoustic impedance of a fibrous material were studied. Correction procedures are also proposed for these two types of errors.



I. LOW-FREQUENCY MODEL OF MICROPHONE



At the low frequencies, a model of a conventional condenser microphone can be established by considering that the influence of the diaphragm and the cavity is represented by stiffness terms K m 51/C m and K c 51/C c .7,8 The vent is used to connect the cavity to the outside, to eliminate the very low-frequency static pressure fluctuations. At low frequencies, it appears as a purely resistive element R v in the equivalent diagram of Fig. 1. Here, p is the sound pressure at the diaphragm and p v the pressure at the vent opening. The signal transmitted by the microphone is proportional to the displacement of the diaphragm, therefore to the pressure difference on each side. If p i is the pressure inside the cavity, the pressure corresponding to the microphone signal is then p M 5 p2p i .



~1!



The internal pressure p i expressed using the model of Fig. 1 leads to an expression of the measured pressure pM5



1 @ H A p1H B p v # , 11 z
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FIG. 1. Equivalent diagram of the acoustic behavior of a conventional microphone at low frequencies. FIG. 2. Sound intensity probe with two face-to-face microphones.



where H A and H B are two transfer functions related to parameters C m , C c , and R v , and z 5K c /K m 5C m /C c represents the ratio of the stiffness of the cavity to that of the diaphragm. The limiting angular frequency vc at 23 dB is defined in the case where p v 5p ~microphone in a coupler, for example! and checks the relation u H A ( v c ) 1H B ( v c ) u 2 50.5. The transfer functions H A and H B are therefore given in terms of the limiting angular frequency v c 5[R v (C c 1C m )] 21 , such that H A5



12 j ~ 11 z !~ v c / v ! , 12 j ~ v c / v !



~3a!



H B5



j ~ 11 z !~ v c / v ! , 12 j ~ v c / v !



~3b!



and can also be written H A5



11 ~ 11 z !~ v c / v ! 2 2 j z ~ v c / v ! , 11 ~ v c / v ! 2



~3c!



H B5



~ 11 z !@ j ~ v c / v ! 2 ~ v c / v ! 2 # . 11 ~ v c / v ! 2



~3d!



The typical value of z is 0.12 for half-inch condenser microphones and the limiting frequency vc /2p lies between 1 and 2 Hz.8 Therefore, at the low-frequency extremity of the measurement range of the sound intensity meter, v is already much greater than vc , and it is possible to neglect the second-order term in the previous expression. Considering that the constant ~11z!21 in Eq. ~2! is compensated by amplitude calibration of the system, the approximation used for the pressure measured by a microphone in the lower part of the frequency range of an intensity probe is therefore pˆ 5p M ~ 11 z ! 5 ~ 11 b ! p1 a p v ,



~4!



with



vc a 5 j ~ 11 z ! v



and



vc b 52 j z . v



It is the approximation that we use in this study. It is a little different from that used by Jacobson and Olsen5 but does not change their analysis noticeably. This microphone model has been used to show the difference which exists between the calibrations of the intensity probe in a coupler cavity and by electrostatic actuators.6,7 It has been shown that the difference of the limiting frequencies of the two microphones constituting the sound intensity probe was the main parameter. A method to determine this parameter and define a correction 970
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for the electrostatic method used in all frequency range is described in Ref. 9.



II. THE INFLUENCE OF MICROPHONE VENTS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF ENERGETIC QUANTITIES



In their calculation, Jacobsen and Olsen5 used a relation similar to ~4! considering that the two microphones had the same limiting frequency. Now, we will consider that pˆ 1 5(11 b 1 )p 1 1 a 1 p v 1 and pˆ 2 5(11 b 2 )p 2 1 a 2 p v 2 are the pressures measured by each of the two microphones with a15j~11z1!v1/v, a25j~11z2!v2/v, b152j z1v1/v and b252j z2v2/v, ~v1 and v2 : lower limiting angular frequencies of microphones 1 and 2!. The conjugate product of the measured pressures, which is used as a basis for calculating the active intensity ˆI r 5 Im$pˆ1pˆ* 2 %/2vr Dr, can be written by pˆ 1 pˆ * 2 . p1p* 2 1~ b 11 b * 2 !p1p* 2 1a1p* 2 p v11 a * 2 p1p* v2 , ~5! neglecting the second-order terms a 1 a * 2 , b 1b * 2 , a 1b * 2 , and 2 b 1a * , since v @ v v . 1 2 2 A. Approximation of low-frequency measurement errors



The last three terms in Eq. ~5! are evaluated using the first-order pressure approximations p(r1a). p(r) 1a ] p(r)/ ] r, as in Ref. 5, but taking as origin the central point between the two microphones p 1 . p1 j vr ~ Dr/2! u r ,



~6a!



p v 1 . p1 j vr du r ,



~6b!



p 2 . p2 j vr ~ Dr/2! u r ,



~6c!



p v 2 . p2 j vr du r ,



~6d!



with p and u r the pressure and the component of particle velocity at the central point @u r 5(2 j vr ) 21 ] p/ ] r, where r is the density of air#. Here, Dr is the distance between the diaphragms of the two microphones and d5Dr/21l, where l is the distance between the vent opening and the microphone diaphragm ~see Fig. 2!. Using Eqs. ~6! in Eq. ~5! gives J.-F. Li and J.-C. Pascal: Influence of microphone vents
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pˆ 1 pˆ * 2 .p 1 p * 2 22 Im$ a 1 1 a * 2 % vr ~ Dr1l ! I r 22 Im$ b 1 1 b * 2% 3 vr DrI r 1 j2 Im$ a 1 2 a * 2 % vr lJ r



F S DS D G F S D G vr Dr 2



2



2 1 j Im$ a 1 1 a * 2 % upu 2



vr Dr 2



2



2 1 j Im$ b 1 1 b * 2 % upu 2



with



S



Im$ a 1 2 a * 2 % 52 ~ 11 z 0 ! Im$ a 1 1 a * 2 % 5 ~ 11 z 0 !



S



Im$ b 1 1 b * 2 % 52 z 0



11



2l u u ru 2 Dr



u u ru 2 ,



~7!



D



~8a!



v0 Dv 1D z , v 4v



v0 Dv 1D z , v v



D



Dv v0 1D z , v v



~8b! ~8c!



where v05~v11v2!/2, Dv5v12v2 , z05~z11z2!/2, and Dz5z12z2 . The microphone manufacturers10 consider that the stiffness added by the cavity is between 5% and 10% of the total stiffness for existing half-inch condenser microphones. In the absence of other information on the dispersions of z among the same type of microphone, we consider that z050.12 and Dz50.05 are typical values. Under these conditions, only the term DzDv can be neglected. From these considerations, the imaginary part of expression ~7! leads to the measured active intensity expression Iˆ r 5



Im$ pˆ 1 pˆ * 2% 2 vr Dr



5I˜ r 1C 1 J r 1C 2



upu2 r c u u ru 2 2C 3 , ~9a! 2rc 2



with coefficients



C 35



Im$ a 1 1 a * 2 % 1Im$ b 1 1 b * 2% kDr



Dv/v 5 , kDr



~9b! ~9c!



~10a!



u pˆ 2 u 2 . u p 2 u 2 14 Im$ a 2 % vr lI r ,



~10b!



the influence of the vents on the other measured energetic quantities is also determined ~tilde over symbol note finite difference approximation of the quantity!: reactive intensity



Dr l 1 @~ 11 z 0 ! D v 1D zv 0 # . 4c 2c
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u pˆ 1 u 2 2 u pˆ 2 u 2 .J˜ r 2C 1 I r , 4 vr Dr



~11!



mean-square pressure u pˆ u 2 u pˆ 1 u 2 1 u pˆ 2 u 2 12 Re$ pˆ 1 pˆ * u p˜ u 2 2% 5 . 22C 3 I r , ~12! 2rc 8rc 2rc



r c u uˆ r u 2 u pˆ 1 u 2 1 u pˆ 2 u 2 22 Re$ pˆ 1 pˆ * 2% 5 2 2 r c ~ kDr ! 2



4 ~9d!



It is noted that in Eq. ~9! there are three error terms adding to the approximate active intensity ˜I r 5 Im$p1p* 2 %/2vr Dr. The first term that is proportional to the mean value of the limiting angular frequencies v0 has been discussed by Jacobsen and Olsen.5 The second term is proportional to the meansquare pressure while the third is proportional to the meansquare component of the velocity in r direction. It should be noted that both the second and the third term are depend on the difference of the limiting angular frequencies of the two microphones Dv. The three coefficients of Eq. ~9! are related to energetic quantities with the same dimensions, and can therefore be compared. To evaluate their relative importance, they are represented as a function of the frequency in Fig. 3 for f 05v0/2p51.5 Hz, D f 5Dv/2p50.5 Hz, z50.12 971



u pˆ 1 u 2 . u p 1 u 2 24 Im$ a 1 % vr lI r ,



mean-square velocity



2kd Im$ a 1 1 a 2* % 1kDr Im$ b 1 1 b 2* %



5D v



~Dz50! and l518 mm, which are typical values for half-inch condenser microphones, and for a spacing Dr512 mm. The coefficients C 1 and C 2 become important at low frequencies, whereas C 3 , which is a constant value much smaller of several orders of magnitude than C 1 and C 2 , can be neglected. If the square pressures measured by the two microphones are calculated in the same way



Jˆ r 5



v 0 2l l C 15 Im$ a 1 2 a * , 2 % . ~ 11 z 0 ! Dr v Dr C 25



FIG. 3. Values of coefficients C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 of Eq. ~9! for typical parameters of probes with half-inch microphones: Dr512 mm, l518 mm, f 05v0/2p51.5 Hz, D f 5Dv/2p50.5 Hz and z050.15 ~Dz50!.



.



r c u u˜ r u 2 12C 2 I r . 2



~13!



Equations ~9!, ~11!, ~12!, and ~13! show that only the reactive intensity is not affected by the difference of limiting angular frequencies Dv. On the other hand, their mean value v0 is only important for active and reactive intensities. The error term of the mean square pressure in Eq. ~12! depends on the coefficient C 3 and thus it can be neglected according to the results in Fig. 3. On the other hand, the influence of the vents on the reactive intensity and the mean square velocity is important, particularly at low frequencies. B. Expression of the error in a quasistanding wave



The results obtained in the previous section are valid for all sound fields, but only in the low-frequency range due to J.-F. Li and J.-C. Pascal: Influence of microphone vents
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the approximations used. In a waveguide, the quasistanding field has the advantage of producing, depending on the position, different ratios between the energetic quantities. Guy11 presented an analysis of the influence of the vent in this type of field as a function of the parameter v0 . This approach is taken here to observe the change in measurement errors without low-frequency approximations. By expressing the pressure and the particle velocity in the form



By putting cos kDr5cos2 kD/22sin2 kD/2 and 15cos2 kD/2 1sin2 kD/2 and developing the terms cos k(d6Dr/2) in Eq. ~19!, we obtain a valid expression in all frequency range ˆI 5I r x 3



S



2



r c u u r u 2 sin kd sin~ kDr/2! 1Im$ b 1 1 b * 2% 2 kDr



p ~ r ! 5A @ e 2 jkr 1Re jkr # ~14!



and u r~ r ! 5



j ] p~ r ! A 5 @ e 2 jkr 2Re jkr # , vr ] r rc



3



with k5 v /c and the complex reflection coefficient R5 u R u e j u , the exact expressions of the main energetic quantities are I r 1 jJ r 5 21 pu r* 5



uAu2 @~ 12 u R u 2 ! 1 j2 u R u sin~ 2kr1 u !# , 2rc ~15!



upu2 uAu2 5 @ 11 u R u 2 12 u R u cos~ 2kr1 u !# , 2rc 2rc



~16!



r c u u ru 2 u A u 2 5 @ 11 u R u 2 22 u R u cos~ 2kr1 u !# . 2 2rc



~17!



To calculate the effect of the vent on the measured quantities, the same process as in the previous section is adopted, but the terms of Eq. ~5! are evaluated exactly using expressions ~14!, that is, p 1 5p ~ r2Dr/2! ,



~18a!



p v 1 5p ~ r2d ! ,



~18b!



p 2 5p ~ r1Dr/2! ,



~18c!



p v 2 5p ~ r1d ! .



~18d!



Im$ pˆ 1 pˆ * 2% 2 r ckDr



5



H



F



S



1Im$ a 1 1 a 2* % ~ 11 u R u 2 ! cos k d1



S



12 u R u cos~ 2kr1 u ! cos k d2



Dr 2



DG



Dr 2



D



p ~ r2a/2! 1 p ~ r1a/2! ka 5p ~ r ! cos , 2 2



~22a!



u˜ @ra # 5



p ~ r1a/2! 2 p ~ r2a/2! sin ka/2 5u r ~ r ! . 2 j vr a ka/2



~22b!



The approximate expression of active and reactive intensities for two microphones with a separation distance Dr can be hence deduced using Eqs. ~22a! and ~22b! by setting a5Dr ˜I @ Dr # 1 jJ˜ @ Dr # 5 1 p˜ @ Dr # u˜ @ Dr # * 2 r r r 5



cos~ kDr/2! sin~ kDr/2! 1 pu r* 2 kDr/2



5



sin kDr 1 pu r* . 2 kDr



Iˆ r 5I˜ @rDr # 1C 1 J˜ @rl # 1



1Im$ b 1 1 b * 2%



J



~22c!



v 0 2l Dv/v upu2 J r1 . v Dr kDr 2 r c
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~20!



˜ @ Dr # p˜ @ 2d # * Im$ a 1 1 a * 2% p kDr 2rc



1



˜ @ Dr # p˜ @ Dr # * kd Im$ b 1 1 b * 2% p 2 Im$ a 1 1 a * 2% kDr 2rc 2



3



r cu˜ @rDr # u˜ @r2d # * kDr 2 Im$ b 1 1 b 2* % 2 4



~19!



Now, a low-frequency approximation can be obtained by putting sin kDr'kDr, sin kl'kl, and cos kDr'cos k(d 1Dr/2)'cos k(d2Dr/2)'1. It corresponds to that found in the previous section @Eq. ~9! with C 350#, i.e., by using Eqs. ~15! to ~17!,
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D



u p u 2 cos2 ~ kDr/2! r c u u r u 2 sin2 ~ kDr/2! 2 , ~21! 2rc kDr 2 kDr



Using the notation in Eq. ~22!, we can write Eq. ~21! in terms of the separation distance between two points in the pressure field as follows:



3@~ 11 u R u 2 ! cos kDr12 u R u cos~ 2kr1 u !# .



ˆI 'I 1 ~ 11 z ! r r 0



D



p˜ @ a # 5



uAu2 ~ 12 u R u 2 ! sin kDr 2 r ckDr



12 Im$ a 1 2 a * 2 % u R u sin~ 2kr1 u ! sin kl



S



u p u 2 cos kd cos~ kDr/2! 2rc kDr



in which the energetic quantities are those of Eqs. ~15!, ~16!, and ~17!. The trigonometric functions are obviously associated with the use of finite difference approximations. The usual approximation errors for the various energetic quantities are given in Ref. 7 but they do not correspond here completely to expressions of Eq. ~21!. Consider the approximate expressions of the pressure and the r component of velocity, which are determined by known pressures at two points with a spacing a in the direction of a progressive or standing plane wave



Under these conditions Eq. ~5! enables us to write Iˆ r 5



sin kDr sin kl 1Im$ a 1 2 a * 1Im$ a 1 1 a * 2 %Jr 2% kDr kDr



r cu˜ @rDr # u˜ @rDr # * . 3 2



~23!



At low frequency, this last equation is equivalent to the approximation ~9!, but it is also valid in a quasistanding wave over the whole useful frequency range of the sound intensity J.-F. Li and J.-C. Pascal: Influence of microphone vents
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FIG. 4. Energetic quantities at 125 Hz in a quasistanding wave with SWR524 dB. ~a! ———, ‘‘true’’ reactive intensity; ......, ‘‘measured’’ reactive intensity; ———, ‘‘true’’ and ‘‘measured’’ mean-square pressure. ~b! Active intensity; ———, ‘‘true’’; ---, ‘‘measured’’ with the parameters of Fig. 3; –-–, same as above but with C 250.



meter. It makes relation ~19! comprehensible, by showing that the energetic quantities on which the error of measurement of ˆI r depends, come from operations by finite differences performed between ‘‘sensors’’ having different spacings. By ‘‘sensors,’’ we consider here all separate elements, the vents as well as the diaphragms, which are sensitive to sound pressure. For example, the mean-square pressures and mean-square velocities related to the parameters a in Eq. ~23! are obtained from approximations by finite differences between the two diaphragms with a distance of Dr apart and the two vents with a distance of 2d apart. At the same time, these same quantities related to parameters b are determined only by finite differences between the diaphragms, whereas the reactive intensity comes from mean-square pressure differences between the diaphragm and the vent opening with a distance of l apart for each microphone. It can also be shown that Eq. ~23! may be generalized to all types of field, on the condition that, at measuring points, we have the relationships similar to Eqs. ~22a! and ~22b!. It must be noted, however, that expressions like Eq. ~23! are only valid if the model of microphone described in the diagram in Fig. 1 remains acceptable. The importance of errors due to the vents on energetic quantities is evaluated in a quasistanding wave at 125 Hz and is sketched in Figs. 4 and 5. For these two figures, the refer973
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FIG. 5. Active and reactive intensity at 125 Hz in a quasistanding wave with u R u 50.1 ~SWR.1.7 dB!. ~a! Reactive intensity: ———, ‘‘true’’; ----, ‘‘measured.’’ ~b! Active intensity: ———, ‘‘true’’; ---, ‘‘measured.’’ The values measured use the parameters of Fig. 3.



ence 0 dB corresponds to the level of the active intensity and the square pressure when R50. The characteristic parameters of the probe are those corresponding to Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, the standing wave ratio SWR520 log[(11 u R u )/(12 u R u )] is 24 dB ~uRu.0.88!, as recommended by the standard draft.1 The reactive intensity is not greatly affected by the error due to the vent @Fig. 4~a!#, because of the low value of the active intensity. In Fig. 4~b!, the fluctuations in the measured value of the active intensity are represented according to the sign of Dv. They are considerable, if Dv,0, they lead to reversal of the sign of the measured active intensity, when u p u 2 is a maximum. The maximum pressure-intensity index in a quasistanding wave is L K max 5 10 log@(1 1 uRu)2/(1 2 uRu2)# 5 SWR/2, i.e., here 12 dB. For weaker reflection ~uRu50.1 and SWR.1.7 dB!, the reactive intensity @Fig. 5~a!# whose sign changes every quarter wavelength presents shifts due to the term C 1 , in proportion to the active intensity which is greater but whose fluctuations are attenuated @Fig. 5~b!#. III. DISCUSSION A. Interpretation of the results



The analysis of errors in the measurement of the sound intensity due to microphone vents shows the influence of the first error term related to the constant C 1 on the intensity measurements, as already demonstrated in Ref. 5. In this J.-F. Li and J.-C. Pascal: Influence of microphone vents
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equivalent phase error fe ~of type p-p! is much lower than the equivalent phase error we between pressure and velocity. However, its effect on the active intensity is, apart from special cases, much more noticeable,13 as shown in Fig. 4. B. Correction of measurement errors due to the vents



Examination of Eqs. ~9!–~13! shows that knowledge of the coefficients C 1 and C 2 can be used to correct measurement errors by using the measurement of other energetic quantities. For example, the corrected active intensity is obtained by FIG. 6. Equivalent phase shift fe 5Dv/v @between the two microphones: Eq. ~26!# and w e 52(11 z 0 )( v 0 / v )(2l/Dr) ~between p and u r ! expressed in degrees for the parameters of Fig. 3.



work we have obtained the other two error terms related to the difference of the limiting angular frequencies Dv. The second term proportional to the mean-square pressure has an important effect on the measurements whereas the third proportional to the mean-square r component of velocity can be neglected. Using the relation between the active intensity and mean-square pressure,12 we can write for low frequencies I r5



upu2 ]f u p u 2 f 21 . , 2 r c 2k ] r 2 r c kDr



~24!



where ]f/] r is the phase gradient of the pressure field in direction r at the mid-point of the two microphones, and f 21 5 arg$p1p2*% the phase difference between the two microphones with a separation distance of Dr. If a phase error fe ~of microphone 2 with respect to microphone 1! is added to f21 , the measured active intensity is ˆI . r



u p u 2 f 211 f e fe upu2 .I r 1 . 2 r c kDr kDr 2 r c



Dv . v



~26!



Moreover, by comparing Eqs. ~9! and ~11! with the following relationship: ~ I r 1 jJ r ! e



2 jwe



.~ I r1 w eJ r !1 j ~ J r2 w eI r !,



~27!



which is valid for small values of we , it is shown5 that the errors proportional to v0 correspond to a phase error of the complex intensity, that is, an equivalent phase shift we between the pressure p and the particle velocity u r ,13



w e .C 1 . ~ 11 z 0 !



v 0 2l . v Dr



~28!



Figure 6 gives the values in degrees of these equivalent phase shifts for the conditions of Fig. 3 ~typical values for a probe with two half-inch microphones!. In this case, the 974
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u pˆ u 2 . 2rc



~29!



1. Correction of the error proportional to Dv



Equations ~25! and ~26! have shown that this error could be assimilated to an equivalent phase shift fe between the two microphones. Because of this, the errors could be corrected in the same way. Also, the sign of the error term in u p u 2 /2r c which does not change when the probe is reversed allows to correct the error in Dv using the reversal procedure,3,7 unlike the term in v0 for which J r changes sign with I r .5 The reversal procedure is especially recommended when the measurements are made by a robot which guarantees the position of the center of the probe throughout the operation ~for example, for measurements on a plane mesh to determine the sound transmission loss of panels!. Another method consists of putting the two microphones in a coupler made of a small cavity where the diaphragms and the vent openings of the two microphones are subjected to the same sound pressure. Equation ~5! then becomes 2 pˆ 1 pˆ * 2 u coupler. u p u ~ 11 a 1 1 a * 2 1 b 11 b * 2!



S



5 u p u 2 11 j



~25!



Compared to Eq. ~9!, this last relationship shows that the error term proportional to the mean square pressure can be assimilated to an equivalent phase error fe between microphones independent of the electronic phase mismatch between channels



f e .kDrC 2 5



I˜ r 'Iˆ r 2C 1 Jˆ r 2C 2



D



Dv . v



~30!



The phase arg$pˆ1pˆ* 2 ucoupler% between the two pressure signals corresponds to fe .Dv/v and can be used to correct the cross spectrum between the two microphones for intensity meters using FFT analysis. For time processing intensity, the residual intensity and the square pressure are measured directly in the coupler, where the gradient of the square pressure is zero in low frequencies ~J r 50!.13 From Eqs. ~9a! and ~9c!, the ratio of the two quantities allows C 2 to be determined by ˆI u pˆ u 2 /2r c



U



.C 2 5 coupler



Dv/v , kDr



~31!



and give the means to correct the error fe 12 according to Eq. ~29!. In Ref. 12, an alternative to the coupler is proposed to determine fe , putting the probe in the near field of a loudspeaker, perpendicularly to its axis. However, this procedure involves greater risk and it is preferable to use a coupler. Until now, it has been considered that electronic phase mismatch between measurement channels was nonexistent. In practice this is not the case, and the result of operations corresponding to Eqs. ~30! and ~31! will yield to fe 5~Dv/v!1f8, including the electronic phase mismatch J.-F. Li and J.-C. Pascal: Influence of microphone vents
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FIG. 7. Equivalent phase shift fe and residual pressure-intensity index as functions of the difference of limiting frequencies D f 5Dv/2p between the two microphones ~with Dr512 mm!.



f8. It is therefore the total phase shift of the two channels of the sound intensity system which will be corrected. It can be noted that the electrostatic calibration does not correct the effect of the vents.6,7,9 In this case, the pressure at the diaphragms is simulated by fluctuations of electrostatic charges and the sound pressure at the vent openings is zero ~p v 50!. Equations ~4! and ~5! show that the phase shift brought by the vents is practically zero. Only the electronic phase mismatch f8 in the measurement system will be measured and then corrected. From this analysis, it can be deducted that phase-matched microphones are microphones whose limiting frequencies are identical ~Dv.0! or microphones in which the Dv/v factor compensates for the electronic phase mismatch f8. An intensity meter corrected or equipped with phase-matched microphones always presents a residual error which is usually expressed by the residual pressure-intensity ratio measured in coupler12 K 05



u p 0 u 2 /2r c , u I 0u



2. Correction of the error proportional to v0



Coefficient C 1 is more difficult to determine for use in the purpose of correction of Eq. ~29!. In fact, the associated error depends on J r which changes sign at the same time as J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 99, No. 2, February 1996



I r when the probe is reversed in a sound field. Moreover, it is nonexistent in a coupler ~J r 50!. Determination of C 1 from the parameters of Eq. ~9b! could lead to too much uncertainty ~for example, the effective distance l between the diaphragm and the vent opening may be difficult to estimate!. Jacobsen and Olsen4 determine C 1 empirically so that the fluctuation of active intensity measured in a quasistanding wave is ‘‘visually’’ as low as possible. However, this procedure may be disturbed by the residual fluctuations related to C 2 which corresponds to 6K 21 0 after correction. Equations ~15! and ~16! show that these fluctuations are respectively proportional to sin~2kr1u! and cos~2kr1u!. The orthogonality of these two functions offers the possibility of separating them. By using Eq. ~9! of the measured active intensity with expressions ~15! to ~17! of the energetic quantities in a quasistanding wave, we obtain by integrating over a halfwavelength l/2



SE



~32!



which is often noted L K 0 5 10 log K0 in dB. Therefore in practice, it is this coefficient which should appear in Eq. ~9! to calculate the measurement error by setting C 2 561/K 0 . Figure 7 represents the values of the equivalent phase shift fe @Eq. ~26!# and the index L K 0 that correspond to the differences between the limiting frequencies D f 5Dv/2p of microphones ~with Dr512 mm!. The curves show that a pair of phase-matched microphones may present shifts of the limiting frequencies inferior to 0.09 Hz for a residual pressureintensity index better than 14 dB above 100 Hz. By considering that the residual value of Dv corresponds to L K 0 5 14 dB, the fluctuations of active intensity in the conditions of Fig. 4 ~SWR524 dB! are found to be reduced, as shown in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 8. Active intensity at 125 Hz under the same conditions as Fig. 4 ~quasistanding wave with SWR524 dB!: ———, ‘‘true’’ value; ---, ‘‘measured’’ value with parameters of Fig. 3 for C 1 and with a residual value C 2 56K 21 0 ~L K 0 5 14 dB!; –-–, ‘‘measured’’ value with C 250.



r 0 1l/2



r0



ˆI J dr r r
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r 0 1l/2



r0



D



J 2r dr 5C 1 .



~33!



In practice, we only have the measured value of the reactive intensity Jˆ r which will introduce bias in the estimation. However, Fig. 4 shows that with a standing wave ratio of 24 dB, the differences between J r and Jˆ r are not noticeable, which leads one to think that the method described by Eq. ~33! is feasible. Now using relation ~11!, we obtain an expression for the biased value of C 1 r 1l/2ˆ



* r0 0



I r Jˆ r dr



r 1l/2 ˆ 2 Jr 0



* r0



5C 1



dr 12 ~ 12 u R u 2 ! 2 /2u R u 2 2C 2 @~ 12 u R u 4 ! /2u R u 2 # 11C 21 @~ 12 u R u 2 ! 2 /2u R u 2 #



. ~34!



Since C 1 usually has small values ~about 0.05 at 100 Hz for the parameters of Fig. 3!, its presence in the denominator of Eq. ~34! is negligible. Estimating C 1 from Eq. ~34! therefore presents a systematic bias which only depends on the reflection coefficient u R u when C 2 tends toward zero. It can be J.-F. Li and J.-C. Pascal: Influence of microphone vents
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compensated by the following definition of the estimator of C1 ˆ 5 C 1



2uRu2 4 u R u 2 212 u R u 4



SE



r 0 1l/2



r0



ˆI Jˆ dr r r



D YS E



r 0 1l/2



r0



D



Jˆ 2r dr , ~35!



which in the case where SWR524 dB, is equivalent to Cˆ 1 5C 1 [120.2639C 2 ][110.0321C 21 ] 21 . For a residual value of C 2 corresponding to an index L K 0 of 14 dB and a ˆ can be determined with standing wave ratio of 24 dB, C 1 relative uncertainty of about 61%, depending upon the sign of the residual phase. However, other uncertainties due to statistical errors and to the practical implementation of integration operations will be involved and must be studied. To reduce the bias, one might be tempted to increase the standing wave ratio, but other problems due to the disturbance of the field by the presence of the probe become preponderant.4 The use of a tube with two active terminations constituted by two mobile loudspeakers14 allows most of the problems to be resolved, provided that the distance between the two loudspeakers does not correspond to a multiple of halfwavelengths, as discussed in Ref. 4. C. Consequences on the impedance measurements



The active and reactive intensities can be used to determine the impedance of acoustic materials15,16 and the radiation impedance of the sources.17,18 The influence of the vents must be taken into consideration for these measurements, taken close to the sources or the materials, in sound fields with a large reactive component produced by the near field or the reflections. The normalized acoustic impedance is defined by Z5



pu r* I r 1 jJ r p . 5 5 r cu r r cu r u r* r c u u r u 2 /2



~36!



The expression for measured impedance is obtained by using relations ~9!, ~11!, ~13!, and ~27! in the previous equation



S



Iˆ r 1 jJˆ r u p u 2 /2r c 2 jC 1 . Zˆ 5 Ze 1C 2 r c u uˆ r u 2 /2 r c u u r u 2 /2



S



3 112C 2



Ir r c u u r u 2 /2



D



D



21



,



~37!



which leads to Zˆ .



Ze 2 jC 1 1C 2 u Z u 2 . 112C 2 Re$ Z %



~38!



For the determination of the characteristic impedance Zˆ M of a material, the sound impedance Zˆ (L) measured at a distance L ~Fig. 9! is brought to the surface of the material tested by making the hypothesis of a plane-wave model7 when the source is at large distance from the sample Zˆ M 5Zˆ ~ 0 ! 5



Zˆ ~ L ! cos kL2 j sin kL . cos kL2 jZˆ ~ L ! sin kL



~39!



For a spherical wave, the reflection model of Nobile and Hayek19 should be used, possibly in an approximative 976
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FIG. 9. Experimental device for measurement of impedance of materials with a sound intensity probe. ~a! Probe with half-inch microphones face-toface. ~b! Probe with quarter-inch microphones side by side.



form.20 Champoux and L’Espe´rance21 have studied the errors due to finite difference approximations on the determination of impedance. They notice that this error is less important than that for the intensity at high frequencies. This is natural with regard to Eqs. ~22! and ~36!, since the error on I r 1 jJ r is partly compensated by the error on u u r u 2. Nevertheless, it is advisable to note that the expression of the impedance in Refs. 20 and 21 does not explicitly show up the energetic quantities, but it is possible to show that it is strictly equivalent to that of Eq. ~36!.15,16 As for the intensity, the finite difference errors are not taken into account here, and the measured impedance of Eq. ~38! is expressed in terms of the estimated impedance from finite difference approximations. To evaluate the vent influence on this measurement, we define an impedance model of acoustic material. The impedance Z M of a fibrous material of thickness h50.05 m placed on a rigid surface is given by Z M 5Z C coth~ G C h ! ,



~40!



where Z C is the normalized characteristic impedance of an infinite thickness of material and GC its propagation constant determined by the model of Delany and Bazley22 using the parameters obtained by regression23 for a mineral wool with an air flow resistivity R 1530 000 Ns/m4. This impedance Z M is then used to calculate the acoustic impedance at a distance L from the material on the basis of a plane-wave propagation. It is this impedance model that serves as reference for the determination of the measured impedance from Eq. ~38!. Figure 10 shows the influence of the distortions produced by the microphone vents on the measurement of impedance Zˆ (L) at a distance L from a fibrous material @Fig. 10~a!# and on the determination of its characteristic impedance Zˆ M using Eq. ~39! @Fig. 10~b!#. Taking into account the typical parameters of Fig. 3 leads to sign inversions when the equivalent phase error fe , becomes equal to f21 , in this case about 170 Hz. Therefore, the probe cannot be used below 250 Hz without correction of the influence of Dv. The curves in Fig. 10 therefore correspond to a probe corrected for the coefficient C 2 whose residual pressure-intensity index is L K 0 5 14 dB (C 2 56K 21 0 ). The sensitivity to errors varies J.-F. Li and J.-C. Pascal: Influence of microphone vents
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FIG. 10. Influence of microphone vents on the measurement of impedance of a fibrous material. ~a! Impedance at the point of measurement ~L548 mm!. ~b! Characteristic impedance of the material: ———, ‘‘true’’ values; --- and ..., ‘‘measured’’ values with parameters of Fig. 3 for C 1 and with residual value C 2 56K 21 0 ~L K 0 5 14 dB!.



with the sign of the residual phase mismatch. Coefficient C 1 is not corrected. Figure 11 shows its own influence on the measurements of Zˆ (L) and Zˆ M when C 250. It is therefore evident, on this type of measurement, that the error related to Dv is the most noticeable, even after correction. This is not necessarily the case for measurements of radiation impedance on a vibrating structure below its critical frequency where the reactive component can become important. Another arrangement of the microphones is used for measuring the impedance of materials, since it enables the measurement distance L to be reduced. It is represented in Fig. 9~b!. Two quarter-inch microphones are placed side by side ~the dome placed on the capsules improves the directivity characteristic!. In this case, the distance l separating the diaphragms of the vent openings is perpendicular to the r axis. Taking the hypothesis of plane-wave propagation and of a material with local reaction, the reactive intensity component in the direction perpendicular to r is zero. In practice, the error associated with v0 is lower in this case, while that from Dv and from the mean square pressure remains unchanged.



FIG. 11. Same configuration as Fig. 10 but with C 250.



tween the channels of sound intensity probes. These microphones are characterized by reduced sensitivity to sound pressure at the vents. The equivalent diagrams for these microphones are given in Fig. 12. The vent of the standard microphone of Fig. 1 opens out onto a second cavity of equivalent stiffness K c8 5 1/C c8 which communicate with the outside via a vent of acoustic resistance R 8v @Fig. 12~a!#. As for the conventional microphone, the low-frequency approximation for the measured pressure is defined



D. Use of microphones with several cavities



In 1985, Frederiksen10 proposed microphones with double and triple cavities to reduce phase differences be977
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FIG. 12. Equivalent diagrams: ~a! double-cavity microphone; ~b! triplecavity microphone. J.-F. Li and J.-C. Pascal: Influence of microphone vents
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pˆ .p1 a p v



with a 5 ~ 11 z !



v c v R8 , v2



~41!



where vc is the limiting angular frequency of the microphone with one cavity and v R8 5 (R 8v C 8c ) 21 is the angular resonance frequency of the second cavity-vent system. Equation ~41! shows that the effect of the pressure at the external opening of the vent reduces more rapidly with frequency, and, since a is real, the error on the active intensity remains proportional to I r , independently of the other energetic quantities of the field. Figure 12~b! shows that a third cavity-vent system of equivalent stiffness 1/C 9c , resistance R 9v and resonance angular frequency v R9 is added to make the triplecavity microphone. The measured pressure corresponding to this configuration is v c v R8 v R9 . ~42! pˆ .p1 a p v with a 5 j ~ 11 z ! v3



a becomes imaginary again, and the error terms depend on the same energetic quantities as the conventional microphone, but their amplitudes are quite negligible since a changes in v23. These microphones therefore provide a solution to the problems of measurement errors due to vents for the sound intensity probes. It is then only necessary to correct the electronic phase error f 8e between the measurement channels. IV. CONCLUSION



The vents of conventional microphones of p-p probes for measuring acoustic intensity are responsible for two error terms which are added to the active intensity. The first, which depends on the value of the reactive intensity at the measurement point, is proportional to the mean of the limiting frequencies of the microphones. The second, which depends on the mean-square pressure, is proportional to the difference of the limiting frequencies of the two microphones. These errors are especially important in the interference fields where the active intensity is low compared to the maximum values of the mean square pressure and the reactive intensity, as in the case in a quasistanding wave. The error proportional to the mean-square pressure and the difference of the limiting frequencies corresponds to a phase shift between pressures picked up by the two microphones. It is responsible for the most important fluctuations in the active intensity and it should be absolutely corrected. The procedures for correcting these errors have been discussed. The corrective term of the error proportional to the reactive intensity can be obtained by analyzing the fluctuations of active intensity in a standing wave tube. The corrective term of the error proportional to the mean-square pressure is determined at the same time as the electronic phase mismatch between channels by calibrating the probe in a coupler. This error, unlike that associated with the reactive intensity, can also be eliminated by a double measurement with reversal of the probe. Analysis of the influence of these errors in the case of the measurement of the acoustic impedance of a material reveals that in this situation, the residual value after correction of the error associated with the mean-square pressure is still the cause of the most important distorsions. This verification once again 978
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puts the problem of the phase calibration of microphones and the accurate determination of correction functions. It is necessary also to consider the question of the importance of the clogging of pressure equalization vents on the evolution in time of phase characteristics of intensity probes. The new generation of microphones with double or triple cavities allows all problems associated with the microphone vents to be solved, but the electronic phase mismatch should be corrected as well. 1
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